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Accomplishments

Our district is in good shape, the Gsrs or very active and our 7th tradition is doing very
well. As far as the District's trusted servants, we only have 2 positions open at this time
...in part thanks to our 3rd legacy chair who is visiting the groups and talking to them
about service work. At the very first meeting that she attended and did a presentation we
ended up with 2 members from that group who have become district trusted servants.
Also, webmaster has made a new and improved website for district 10 that is amazing.

Challenges you have or are currently facing

One of the biggest challenges that we are facing is that the groups have been having alot
of schedule changes and sometimes forget to let us know, so then schedules do not
reflect the new times and days of the meeting. We are addressing that issue right now
and are only printing so many schedules a month to make sure we do not waste money
on outdated schedules.

Goals for the next quarter

One of my main goals is that I'm working with the trusted servants at this point to make
sure we have good streamlined communication, IE. emails and updated info for all the
groups and Gsrs etc. . Another one is making sure we are discussing at least one question
and solution a month from our district inventory that we had done a few months ago.
Another thing is to get the trusted servants focused on finding their replacement for the
next panel. I cannot believe it's already close to that time for the next elections!! So last but
not least is getting the Gsrs prepared for the assembly in October and that has entailed
making sure they have attended pre assemblies, gsr workshops etc.

Thank You,

Patrick P

Dem 10


